On the interactions of ions with the air/water interface.
In the vicinity of a charged interface, the Poisson-Boltzmann approach considers that the ions obey Boltzmann distributions in a mean electrical field that satisfies the Poisson equation. However, the boundary between two dielectrics generates additional interactions between ions and the interface. The traditional models of ion hydration interactions, that assume that water is a homogeneous dielectric, predict that these interactions are repulsive for all kinds of ions, since all ions should prefer the medium with a larger dielectric constant, where they are better hydrated. In reality, the interactions between the ions and the neighboring water molecules can generate additional short-range ion-hydration interactions, which are either repulsive (for structure-making ions) or attractive (for structure-breaking ions). In the present paper, various models for the ion-hydration forces are examined and compared with the results of molecular dynamics simulations. At large ionic strengths, the latter results could be reproduced qualitatively only when short-ranged attractions between the structure-breaking ions and the interface were taken into account.